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Abstract

k e use fi-,,-e and onc^-half y ears of limb- and Nadir-viewing temperature mapping obser-

vations by the Composite Infrared R,ad ;ioriieter-Spect.roiiiEtcr ZCIRS) on the Cassini

Sa.uir n orbiter, taken between Jule 2004 and December 2009 ; Ls from 293" to 4';

Y4 3 ] mid-winte r 	 }	 t ]	 -r'	 T^ ]	 1	 t 	 'pnorthern  to ,Ilst after Ilor^l^le.r^^ sp^il^t, c.etuir^ox;, €^ n^olatol^ :el nperci^t:tire

C'llan- s In the upper stratosphere and lower mesosphere of Titan. The la -e st,: ch i.nges

are III the northern twijlter ljj polar st-ra topau c, which ha's CleE ,̀hfled in temp(--'rilture by

over 20 K iae nve',ell 2005 and 2009. Throughout the hest of th(, inid to uppc.h strato-

sp —crc and lower meso.sphere, temperature changes are less trail 5 K. In they southern

hemisphere, tempe=ratures in the iniddle stratosphere near 1 mbar hAcreased b y 1 to

2K f x)m 2004 through early 2007, then declined by 2 to 4K throughout 2008 and

2009, with the changes, being larger at more, polar latitudes. Middle stratospheric

temperatures at inid-northern latitudes show a, sinall 1 to 2K increase, from 2005

throtl h 2009. At north polar latitudes within the polar vortex, temperatures in the

middle stratosphe=re show a — 4 K increa-se during 200"f , followed by a compaxables

de.c;rease in temperatures in 2008 and into e?ady 2009. They obse n e d ttemperature.

changes In the north polar region are consistent with a weakening of the -subsidence

within the desc.endinff branch of the middle atmosphere meridional circulation.

Key °L orals: Titan, atmosphere, Atmospheres, structure, Atmospheres, dynamics,

Infrared Obscrva,tions
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1 1. Introduction

With an obliquity of approximately 26.'7° .. there are strong seasonal variations of

3 the insulation of Titan's atmosphere. Althou gh the radiative. timescakl s in the trupo-

R ,ph.e3:e are longer than the Titan y,,ear (Smith et ,d- I981), in the mid-stratosphere

rand above the radiative respon. e tiTne becomes snort enough that se.Lsonal variation

f in temperature, mid thus dynamios, are expected [ lasar et- al-, 1981',

7	 The earliest measurements of Titan's atmospheric temperatures were from the

e voyager 1 infrared spectrometer IRIS, which observed Titan in e irly northern spring

(LS ^ 9`1, Re ,:rievals of tempemtures at 0.4 and ;. rnbar by Flasar and Conrat h (1990) 

^^ show€^d a hemispheric asymmetry, with teinperatures near GO' kN approximately 15 K

colder than equatorial and low southern latitudes, with a: mialler drop of about 51t

i2 at 60'S. This temperat tire ausyimnetry is somewhat larger thaam expected given ra-

^3 diative cooling tin:ieseales at these levels of about 1 Earth year fnne Titan year is

29.5 Earth,-ears). Flasar and Conrath (1990) proposed that, because of the coupling

15 of the temperatures and winds through gradient wind balance. the temperatures re-

--pond to the .-ohar forcing on the longer dynamical tirnescale on which the meridional

17 circulation transports Yonal momentum between hemispheres. zUternately, BEza.rd

et al. (199) suggested that the temperature <^;sv :mmetry is the result of hernispheric

;s t,isy ninetrie,,, in the opacity sourees responsible for sour heating and n :1(ha ive cooling.

Stratospheric temperature retrievals from Cassini Composite Infrared Spectrometer

za (CIRS) data taken around northern mid-winter (Flasar cat ail., 2005; tlat( ,.,rberg et al.,

22 200&1), showed a. somewhat stronger asy mynetry, with I mbar temperatu"es poleward

23 of 60-' N 20 -30 K colder than the equator, The most remarkable result from the Cl R,

a4 temperature data is the discovery that the stratopwise was over 20 K warmer and

over a scale height in altitude higher at high northern winter latitudes than at the

equator (Achterberg et al., 2008a,. As the winter ^tratopaus , is high enough in , --

zz titucle to be above the polar shadow, and there is an increased hire opacity i n the

.^ winter polar hood (Smith et aL, 1.981), increased radiative heating may contribute to
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29 the 'v rm stratopause, nothe.r possibility sug gested by eliterberg et a1. t^2008a:) iS

'̂ rdiabat:i€; heating in the descending branch of the ineridional circidation. Subsidence

has also been invoked to explain the enhanced abunchince of nitriles and some llYdro-

n C" rl)ons SeeII eIt 111811 northern latit udes bY Voyager and CaS IT11 RcLnI"IOII et al., 20

Lebounois et al.. 2009; Teanby- et, a.., 2009).

With fire and a- half yeea:rs of data now available from Cassinl, coVering j 11st. over

s^ nvo--t ird^ of a. Sec̀Lson from early northern wint=er to just after northern. sprin '-, equ111ox

(Ls from 293° to d°i i we have used Both Tladir and limb viewing temperature map-

„ pill; obserWW0r1s fr'oTn CIR.S to look for terliporal changes in temperature in the upper

ss stratosphe=re and lower mesosphere. Section 2 describes the data sets used and tine

39 temperature retrie-vul procedure. Section 3 presents the observed time va.ria.tions of

4o the retrieved temperatures and of the zonal mean gradient winds consistent with the

4, t.ernperat=tires. 'Section 4 compares the observations with the earlier NToyagc:r observa-

42 t:ions and with general circulation models of Titan. and disc,Trsses the implioat-ions of

43 the obseriatious for the mean meridional circulation.

44 2. Observations and Data Analysis

45	 To obtain temperatures in the upper stratosphere, we use thermal infrared Spec-

46 tra. from focal plane 4 (FP4) of CI S, which co rers The spectral range from 11100

4^ to 1400crxr_ I with a spectral resolution adjustable betiveen approximately 0.5 and

48 15.5 cm- 1 FP4 is a. 10--element linear array, each pixel of which leas a, square fielci- of

49 view of 0.28 mead. They instrument and its operation is described in detail b y .Flasar

5o et. al. (2004), The data used cover the time period from the TO flyby on 2 .duly 2004

si ;LS -- 293`11 u. t after orbit insertion, through the T63 fivi)v oil 1 Deceml3er 2009

52 (L _ 41 , just: after Titan's northern spring equinox.

Two types 
of 

teinperature mapping observations are used: nadir-viewing wraps

54 which usually cover the visible hemisphere of Titan. and limb-viewing maps which

1. provide better altitude coverage than nadir-v":ewin lg observations, but which cover



5e, only to single longitude for each observation. For the nadir--viewing maps, a series of

s- Continuous stews, Perpendicular to the 1x10 FP4 array. are Used to cover the visible

Q disk from a spacecraft elistance of 250.O00 to -400,000 kna, giving a: spatial rem€elut:ion

q of i,5 -- to 2.5' of tirc at disk center, ai;d the data: is taken  It ii, spectral resolution of

1 8 c in' . A list of the nadir observations is given in Table 1. For the lira^lr^ re^viTZg

: ina.ps. the array is placed perpendicular to E he limb of Titer-n, with two separate.

62 -ertical pl.ac;einents of the arr^iy, one (above the otl,rwith sari appr^oxirna-t , 3 pixel

53 overlap. Data are taken every 5' in latitude over a roughly 0' latitude range. At

Ba cac;h positions of the array. 10 to 12 spectra are acquired in each detector at a spectral

c,5 resolution of 15.5 ciu - ' . and are averaged together to improve the signal-to-no i se ratio.

cb Spectra taken during the clews between array positions are ignored. The li..mb maps

57 are taken at a range, of about 120,000 kni, giving a vertical spatial resolution of about

6& 40 kiss, somewhat less than the pressure scale height in the stratosphere. A list of the

cq lind) observations used is given in Table 2. The latitude and time coverage provided

70 hly both sets of observations is shown in Fig. I.

7.	 Tceniperatures are retrieved from the observed spectra iising the procedure de-

72 scribed in detail by Achterberg._ et til. "2008a}; only a very brief surninary is provided

73 here. For the nadir maps, temperatures are retrieved from individual spectra by

74 a coTIAMined linear inversion algorithm Conrath et al., 1998), aasirig the spec=tral

7> range from 12,51 to 1311 crn-t avithhi the P and Q branches of the v,4 band of CH,.

7e The forward model iLses 200 laYers, equally spaced ;In log-pressure oetween 14,56 and

(M)O1 nlbl,'r. CH4 vi Nind absorption is calculated using the correlated-k approxirsa^>-

tion (lafacis ^azrd Oinas, 1.1301}, with lure data taken front the 2003 rele^i e of the CEISA

,q Brie atlas (Jaccliiinet-Hussoii et al., 2005), assuming a stratospheric moic fraction o

ao 0.01=11 ,-Nieinann et al., 2000). The retrieved temperatures are valid between rotsghl'y

e3 0.2 and 8 mbar, except at north polar latitudes where the region of validit y shifts

s2 to approximately 0.1 inba.r to 2 mbar because of the wirnier upper :Ttratospsaere ztnd

colder middle and lower stratosphere. Outside of the pressure range that is .strorrg'v
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3 Constraine€t by the data, the retrieved temq)eratures relax to the initial gtwss profile.

ss For the limb maps, the large vertical extent of the atmosphere relative to the radius

s5 of Tit€an requires the use of a 2-dimensional retrieval algorithm (Achterberg et aL.

s= 2008a) 7 in tixhic.h all of the data frorn a, sirlgle map is usQd simultaneously to retrieve

sa the= temperature and aerosol abundance as a function of berth latitude and altitude,

a assuming no variations with longitude. as well as altitude pointing corrections, The

spe(̂  t:ral rmige. usyl 1210 to 1315cna -I . The forward model ruses 200 layers trlirally

spaced izr altitude between the surface and 5-50 kmt mid latitude points spaced ever

az 5 0 , m ith the Mode boundzrrfes cicpend€ nt upon the Mode range of the data toed.

Aga in.ga	 CH.,., ab5orption is included using the correlated-k; approximation, and haze

gel absorption is also included using a gray absorber	 no scattering. The retrieved

e ternperatures are valid between approximately 0.005 and 5 mbar, except northwards

96 of about: GO° N where they axe valid between about 0.005 and 2 mbar. For both sets

^7 of retriova:ls, the initial guess for the retrievais was the latitude-dependent, Smoothed,

s^ time- and zonally-averaged temperature cross section of Achte.rberg et al, (2008a.

s Fig. 9),

3. Results

'Di	 Figure 2 illustrates the hiS'bc- sC',a1G changes in TitciZr^s 5 -1 cttO4l)I1E'r.c tl1[?III1ai s.a'IIC-

o2 tole between the early part of the C".assKi mission (northern mid-winter) and the

103 period just before northern spring equinox. Cross-Sections of Zonal mean teml)erra-

iN t.ures averaged over flybys TO through T13 i;July 2004 through March 2006 are sho^vvn

iC6 in the trop panel, and over T45 throug)) T63 (July 2008 through December 2000) in

the 'bottom panel. The a.vc rages were cozrstructti:d by awel aging both the nadir- and

c,7 lirril)-vIF,'wing data in 5° latitude Dins, and smoothing the resulting averages by 3 ap-

.^,s plications of a: sliding 10 rectangular window. The middlepanel shows tl^ , change in

.s t.f=IYYi3erc3ture l)etlGf'en the early and tr1tE,' temperature aVC'rcEge'S. The largest. C'Ileif"ngf;S

ill tenrpera €tre occur at around 60' N, nea r the northern boundary of the winter po-

7



ill ?ar vortex, with only small changes in the southern hemisphere. The most prominent

,12 Change is a strong cooling of the, N^,-^^rm winter polfi,r stratopause by ti- 20K, along with

i33 a general cooling of the stratopause and Iower mesosphere. In the mid-stratosphere,

^e. temperature changes are srna.lier than irr the lower mesosphere, with warinirrg of 2-3K

in the northern hernisph€;re- and weak cooling irr the so^.rthc^rtr henrispherc>.

116 3.1. Llrnl) A-J rps: Lowe y -AIesaEsphcTc and' Stralopause

117 Figur€? 3 shows a time sequenee of temperature cross-sections from individual limb

_. Wraps with north€rn hellliSphere coverage. The dfLshed line on the figure indicates the

ig stratopause, calculated a., the pressure where the temperature is a local rrrt^isr^rurn at

izo €lach latitude. The warrrr, elevated north polar stratopause has been cooling from 2O05

121 through 2O09 at a rate of about 5 K per year. In addition, the transition betv.:reen

12 the — 0.1 mbar near- cgrra-tori.al stratopause and the elevated polar stratopause lens

i-n becorne much more abrupt, and in the T59 and T63 maps (L,c^ = 359' and T ,s =

f^ 40 ". the stratopause has essentially dissappeared at rrort.hern midlatitudes, with the

temperatures profile becoming nearly isothermal for pressure less than about 0.3

.^ :xrbar.

12; Figure 4 shows a tinge sequence of equatorial temperature cross-sections 'fron,

,23 individual limb maps. From 2093 through 2007 ° changes to the temperature structure

,,2,, are small, From late 20037 through inid 2009, terr,perature>s in the lower Tnesospherc,

i5© between about 0.1 and O.01 rnba.r decreazse by approximately 5 K, accompanied by a

s shift irr. the stratopause to higher pressures.

ire Figure . 4hous a. time sc:quenee of 5orrthe.rrr ernispl er°e trnlperErture cross-weet:ions

M from individual limb maps. Coverage of high southern latitudes frorn the limb maps is

13A unfortunately sparse (see Fig. 1'. Little evidence of terrrpc=rature c;harzge can be--seen,

ass apart from irFdicatic^rus of cooling irz the lou^:r nresc^sphere at: higher l t,it.udes acrd the

t36 disappearance of the slight elevation of the stratopar..rse at south polar latitudes.

8



, N€r ir° llr ps: llir l	 f'citospItr e

=ss	 To e.xamille the temporal variations in the i iddle stratosphere, temperatures le-

^^^ trieved from the nadir snaps for each fl y by were zonally averaged in 5° wide latitude

4o bins. In calculating t-ho the variation of latitude along the ob5erz red ray

ta_ paths. which is significant because of the large vertical extent of Titan 's atinosphere,

_4^ was taken i11to Elccount. Figure G shows a time series of the zonal mean temp€^ra-

1. 4, t;llrt`y at 1111bar for tL rtpre'sc.I2t"l:tive set of hititr des. Z%nfortum.,it.ely, flyby geonn(..'trles

. , did not allow for good nadir v i ew-, of latitudes poieward of approxii> a.tely 60` - or

^ 0' S for the first t^vo veare of the 1llission ' except, for the south polo on the TO flylh

146- imanedia.tcht after orbit: insertion.

The north polar data at 75"N and 850 N indicate a t€'mperciture increc1,sc of — 3 K

L48 t (Aween early 2007 'and early° 2008, but a sinilar decrease from earl y 2008 throligli

.^^ spring € gilillo _ despite increasing sunlight in the north polar reo-iolr E€.S spring a-p-

no proac.hes, The inid-northern hemisphere temperatures (. 30' N - 60' N} shol v consider-

no. able scatter. but indicat€; a temperature inerease of 2 to 3 K from 2005 to 2000, corl-

IQ Sitit€IIIt: With the l lrger tills(' 	 <ho'vvi1 IIl Fig, 2. Near egmitoriai temperatures

arcs constEint over the time of the observations. At mid-to--high southern latitudes,

94 temperatures increased bly about I K between mid--20OZI and early 2007; there is then

ass cle^ r temperature decrease beginnin g, in late 2007, with the amplitude of the deere^>se

from la:tc, 200' to nud-2009 varying from — 1 K around 45' S to — 4 K near-r the south

15'^ pole.

3.3. Zonal I'Vi'nds

Using the cusst.IInpdon of gradieut wi.Ild balance - that the merlchonal pressure

gradient is halmi Fed b he horizontal component of the the sum of the Coriolis and

centHf^.lgal forc^e5, which 1s €^ q)ecte^,d to hold for Titan 	 il^lc zonal ui:i'1cI ^^eloc;t^^  tj is

^s> s'(A..a.ted to tide meridional gtd:dIent of this tenlper iture T b

(OT)
(2Qv -4-

€1



Here Q is Titan's rotation frequency, r,; is latitude, g is gravitational acceleration,

;6d and for a thick atmosphere, the -vertical'' derivr hive Ozp is taken along the direTtio n

E65 parallel to the rotation axis (Flasar et al. ; 2005). To minimize the noise from taking

is6 derivatives of the temperature fic31d, quid to get full latitude= covera e-., , Eq. 
1 is applied

_c,7 to the averaged temperature fields of Fig. 2. Following Achterberg et al. (2008x), we

use as a boundary condition a wind i solid body rotation at 1[) mbar with a a.rr^;ula,r

-69 velocity of four times the solid body rotation rate, consistent with the whrds at that

level measured by the Huygens Doppler Wind Experiment (Bird et al., 2005; Folknc^r

t?l et al., 2000;:

172 The resulting winds are shown in Fig. T along with t;he change in the wind beG^k°e€ ii

x73 the early and late averages. Changes in the southern hemisphere; winds are small_

-M as expected from the small changes in the southern hemisphere temperatures. The

1 1s main change in the winds between 2005 and 2000 is an extension of the strong winter

im hemisphere jet to higher altitudes; the weakenin g nreridional temperature gr^ic ierrts at

.;z the latitude of the jet correspond to a slower de7ayr of the jet with increasing altitude.

3./. Stratospheric Pole Offset

-7f?	 analysis  of arid-stratospheric temperatures by Achterberg et al. (20081) showed

M that. zonal iariations of temperature were dominated by a zonal wavenumber 1 feature

which was ,tat ionar y in either a solar-fixed or stellar-fixed reference frame to within

^sz the observational -uncertailnty. The nreridional structure of the wavenumber 1 fe y tore

133 was consistent with Titan's Stratospheric tern.pe'ratures and winds berng synnnetrrc

^F,4 about an xis that is offset from the thEn-current I^ definition of Ti"tan`s solid body

ig5 rotation axis by 4,1' 0.2°, with the north polar tilted to-%y ards a: direction 76' -L 2'

ia6 west of the subsolar longitude. Subsequentl y, sir-irilar offsets were discovered in the

X87 synrrn ,trV axis of the bomispheric north-south haze ^isymmetr y (R:orlran et ^r1., 2€ 09)

and of the HCN abundarrc€, (Teariby et al., 2010).

109	 Recent GC'`Vl simu l ations by Tokano (2010) produce a stratospheric atirospherrc

1l0 Erngular momentum (;AAW vector which is offset from the rotation pole by a few

10



aa; de -rees and which liar€ cesses westward with a period of one Titarr solar dais, as a

.92 YCSllif of forcing by solar therinal tides. These results are broadly consistent. with the

.3s observations, except that the AANI vector in the GC 1I sinmintlons is tilted toward the

anti-solar longitude in northern winter, Tokano ?2010) also found that the angle of the

A-M tzlt in they GC-Q -varies strongly with season, with a im.ximum tilt amplitude

,gc c3ccuzrina after dlc soistic^ and the Tilt beconning near zero shortly after equinox,

t 7 with the gilt= angle i n t:lie n id-stratosphere dropping by 30% to 50'h over the period

198 of the CTRS observations.

l qo To look for terriporcal variations of the st,rfatosplieric tilt, the procedure described

«0 by AclFterberg et al. (2008b) for fitting the symnietry- axis of the temperature field was

2r1 applied to the retrieved 1 inbar tenip€3ranire Wraps for each Titan flyby. The results

2M are shOWn in Fig. 8 in Both still-fixed and inertial Istrtr-fixed' reference frame's. The

z error bars shorn are I-a uncertainties resulting from uncertainties in the retrieved 

temperattires, Navi gation of support imaging for the earliest Titan tenaper • ature maps

a©^ indicated uncertainties in the. reconstructed pointing data of one-third to one-half of

a CI RS FP4 field of view, acid retrieved pointing corrections from the limb retrievals

a07 are also in genera one-third of a field of view or Zeus, corresponding to errors of about

209 1.° of are on Titan. As the pointing errors uvill be modcrate ly stron gl y correlated over

209 a temperature mapping Observa..t-ion, it is likely that much of the considerable scatter

z.^ in Fib;. 8 is from pointing errors.

Despite the scatter. the amplitude of the fit.tecl pole offset sho lrs no indication of

212 having deereased over- the period of the observations as predicted by the model of

213 Tokano (2010); if anythin- tho data suggest a slight increa:5e in the= amplitude of the

2^4 tilt.. L inear fit=s to the azirmith angle of the gilt as a function of tune, shown as dotted

2£5 linFS in Fig. 8, suggest: that the tilt is closer to stationar y in the inertial reference

226 frame than in the solar reference frame; the fitted long-terns drift rates of the azinauth

z., are 1'2^	 8 x 10 deg s-, in the si.ir{-fixed frzaine^ arid (3.5 ± 7.9" x 10 -8 deg s' in

2.s the inerti it frame. The plots cif' tilt azimuth ako ,show an apparent osciilat-ion with

1I



3,9 a period of about 3 vee=rs. Calculation of a Lonib-Sc°argle periodogram (Press and

zza Teuisol 1988) from the tilt aziniuth data in the inertial frame gives a maximum

2u1 signal at a period of 2.73 Earth years_ with a false al €.grit probabi l ity of 11...-Mc (i.e.

2 2 stat:istic:dly sigrzificarzt at the 8&.^ %̀c ievelj, t 'ith the lame scatter in the. tilt data.

223 alid the correspondingly low, statistical significance of the results' , fijut: er data to

2 be obtained €lrzring the Cassini Solstice Mission are needed to clearly° deterzn no the

2z,5 behavior of the stratospheric pole offset.

22b 4. Discussiot

227 4.1. COapar<:5on =with. G1o;^jager 1 IRIS

2n Prior to Cassini, the only measurements of ineridional t€ uiperature profile; on

Zan Titan were frorn the Infrared Interferometer Spectrometer (IRIS, on Voyager 1 (Flasar

23i eat al., 1951; F l,.t ar and Couxath, 1990; Cozz:Stenis and I3ezard, 11)95); which flew by

23, Titan in November 1950, during early northern spring. (Ls = 9". Fi g-Aire 9 shows the

2n 0.4 iubar anti 1.0 mbar teinpera.tures retrieved froze Voyager 1 IRIS by F'lasar and

23, Conrat.h (1990), along with ternperAures at the saute pressi.zres retrieved from CIRS

234 data.. from dyvbys T45 through T59 (duly 2008 to .Jule 2009 " LS, =. 34" — Y)9' ) , taken

23s slightly less than one, Titan year after the IRIS data. Over-all, the two data sets are

2-% consistent with each other, with two irain differences. First, the N'o y ager data show

z3^ arr indication of the zneridional temperature ,gradient becoming steeper at 60` S, which

238 is not seen in the CIRS date., but which is con=sistent with the the Voyager data -wing

no taken in early southern spring, while the Cassini data is from late southern winter.

2fc^ Secondly, the Vov wager data are somewhat colder at the equator at. 0.4 mbar than the

2:1 CIRS data:.

zaz %.2. CoinpczHson -(vith T tar., Cenral Circulation Wodels

243	 The primary objective of Titan general circulation modeling is to contribrzto to ari

2A4 understanding of the processeti that control the structure and d,yuamics of the atinoc

SAS sphere. This rnodeling objective can onl y be met throu gh the cornp<rrison of model

12



236 i>redictzons with the available measureinents of the spatie . structure and ternporal

z4 7 evolution of atn ospheric temperatures, wind fields, gm abundances, and aerosols.

24^ B y adjusting parameterizations and systernatically introducing new rnechanisrm, the

2.q relative importance of various processes can be estalalzshecl. The C issini mission has

2E0 obtained a wealth of new information on Titan's atmosphere that can establish im-

d'̂ . portant. constraints. Although the fraction of the Titan seasonal cycle covered thus

-5z far I)y CTRS ol^we^r^ratioiis is limited (L,,; from 203° through 4- teniporal changes ill

the temperature field (Fig. 2" and the associated gradient- therinal wind field 'Fig. 1

z54 are clearly evident. These results card noiv be compared with circulation model pre-

,55 dictions.

2^6 Ire ail early pioneering effort, a 3-D model derived from a terrestrial GCM was

2E^ developed at the L iboratoire de lle.teoro ogie Dynamiciue (L IVID), With a toil at

z58 -- 0.3 nibar, the opt.icaLly ae.t-ive gases and haz-e production rates were held fixed,

254 independent of latitude, and tinic (Kourdin et al., 1005;. Results were presented

2m for iorthern winter solstice (L; = 270') and northern spring equinox (L,. = 360° j.

zm. Although the height range covere^l by the model limits the comparisons that can be

162 rnade with the CIRS middle atmosphere, rexsults, the predicted gross s(?isonal changes

20 in the 0.3 - 10 mbax region axe qualitatively shnilar to tho.5e observed. However, the

25A model underestimated the la:titudiri d temperat=lire gradients and the stren g-th of the

zss winter hemisphere jet.

M6 Subsequently, Tokano et al. (1999) constructed a Titan GC\,I in which an attempt

zea vas made to hiclu ie the effects of seasonally varying haze opacity wit:hiri the frarne-

2E7 work of a simplified model. The Potential importance of a Orne, arad spatially varying

z<j haze opacity ,vas established, ilthough resulting temperature gradients in latitude in

M the lower stratosphere were generally weaker than observed, The top of the model

-^ Wv 18 at — 0. i Mbar so direct corrrparisc ns WHI CIRS results in the ripper stratosphere

_2 c<,limot be made. Friedson et al. (2009) have also developed a fully three-dimensional

273 Titan GCM, based upon the NCAR. Conirunity Atmosphere Model 10, including
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detailed calculations of surface-aainosphere interactions and radiative transfer, but

with the assumption that the radi<ativel,y active gases and aerosols were uniform in

270 latitude and time. Their model produced stratospheric winds with a ma-ximuni arn-

277 plitrrde of — 12 in s-.^, and equator-to-pole temperature gradients of ^^ 1 K. much loss

27-g than observed,

279 More recently. the LLD group and their collaborators have developed and cont,in-

zDO ucd to refine a zonally symmetric model xsith interactive d ynamics, radiative transfer,

281 photochemistry, and cloud micro-physics (1e3bonnois et al. ; 2001, 20103; Hourdin et a-1..

23z 20041 Raimou et al., 2004), Horizontal transport by barorotropic; eddies is paraineter-

23W ized in the 2--dimensional ..wodel using the rEasults of Luz and Hourdin (2003) and L:uz

n4 et al. (2003). Haze transported to the polar re gions is found to have a major efR.ct can

2n the radiative heating and cooling rates reoulting in enhanced net radiative cooling,

211 especially at high latitudes in the Nvinter hemisphere. Consequently, equator- to--pole

257 terrrperattrr(' gradients are increased with a corresponding strengthening of the: wind

262 field. Here we make use of a publicly-available databme of output from this model

zag (I?annou et al., 2005, http: , www.lnad. ,jussieti.fr,ll tita.riDbase/ iiideex.hmi),

W^©	 Results from the model have previously been compared zN rith CIRS-derived thermal

structure;, zonal winds, and stratospheric gas distributions for L, 	 300° by Crespin

292 et: al. ,2008". 'We can now extend the comparison of the temperature and zonal wired

field through L, — 360° with ear phasic on the temporal changes. Zonal wean merid-

as4 Tonal temperature and zonal wind cross sections from the model for L, = 3W" and

395 358' are shown in Fig. 10, along with the changes over this time interval. These results

z,, can be compared with the CIRS retrieved ternper.atures and winds and their changes

zqz Shown in l igz. 2 and 7. The model-predicted temperature and wind cross sections

nq agree qualitatively with the measurements. with a strong temperature inaxinium in

egg the upper levels at high northern latitudes and a. strong mid latitude jet in the winter

30^1 hemisphere, However., notable quantitative differenccs exist. The model temperature

KII maxima for hot time periods are Somewhat warmer and occur at higher pressure,
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M2 than found in the metisurements. Crespin et al. (2008) szzg gest that this may be due

M3 €i,t leRSt ill part to plaCenlOnt of the rr.€adeled aerosol production source too deep in

3N the zatinosphere. In addition, the measurements indicate a significant increase in the,

stra.topause altitude between the equator and the north polar region for both tines,

3C'. Ea.. 1c0-attire that i^; not captured by the model, The measurements ,slio,,v,  a temporal

^e? decrease in teinperature in the upper atmospheric levels at hi gh northern latitudes

with the grelttest chano;e o€:curring at the temperature rnaxii-mim centered near 0.01

3es inbar. The model results indicate little change in themaximum with sorne increase

3'-o iii teinperata.ire at the equator-ward edge, of the iv2lrnl region. Both the I7measnrements

3,: and the model shot an increase in zonal wind speed at mid and loci latitude;, al-

3.2 though the spatial extent, and ma gnitude of the change differs considerably bevvveen

313 the t'W'o.

3I4 4. 3. 1^'c^tCO3Nal V 01't-ieitY crnct^ St b Ilty f t ic; Polar l%ort,^;r

Sit	 The Ertel potential vorticity and the potential temperature (a. function of the

3r^ eratrop ) are materially conserved quantities in adiabatic inviscid flow. Ira a flow that

is also axisymmetric, the zolml mean a:n ,,Ula.r momentum about the symmetry axis

3.3 is also conserved. The zonal mean cross sections of these three quantities are thus

129 of particular interest ads tracers of then €>ridional circulation. or as indicators of the

32a strength of non-adiabatic effects (radiation, for example) or of ivaa-re and eddy forcing.

3'<i The sees€ nal changes of these three quantities should revepI the forcing that dri've's

322 the general circulation.

32- As explained in section 3.3, the retrieved temperatures can he, used to make es-

324 tinplates of the rorIjal V711id, The potential temperature can be calculated from the

3_5 temper',€ture_ the angular momentum from the Wind, aMd finally the potential vort.ic-

32C it_y ( ,.an (calculated from the wind and the potential temperattire. ThE^se steps were

a27 carried out cus described i n Adiferberg et al. (2008a). Tile resultim", meridional cross

329 sections are displayed in Figs. 11 through 13, as calculated from the temperatures

32, and winds, from Fig. 2 and Fig. 7, respec'tively.
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330	 Noise is magnified where the retrieved tempel•atures are differentiat.ed. This bias

331 a strong effect; on the potential vorticity, because two spatial derivative, fire, taken.

332 Moreover, it is the gradients of the field that are of interest in interpretations, slide

133 as barochnlc lnz-aability dtssessment. To rcdticc noise ii^; 11111c11 'As possible when-ell-

33 crating the e collservcd tluz nt:itics, we s1 oothc>d 51?at:ially, t^-pically ^^^it:l1 tl^rec p , es

335 of a: sliding box average ten degrees of latitude in width. In addition, we evaluated

336 temporal clia age, by fusing all four time bins and fitting a linear rate of change to

33- e<3ch (latitude, pressure) point in the nieridional plane. This procedure uses all the

3U data, and captures the important time dependence, since only a fraction of a season

33s 1s available at present.

Ua	 The angular momentum per unit mass (Fig. 12) is dominated 1-y the zonal mean

341 wind, with only a. minor contribution froze the planetary rotation. Consequently, the

34- angular nioxnentum distribution is very similar to the wind fiekl, with closed contours

343 in the middle stratosphere. The potential vorticity crass section ,,, (Fig. 13) show a.

34A monotonic increase from the south pole through ipproxiniately 6-5' 1, on the polewal•d

^45 flank of the winter polar vortex, where there is a maximum in the potential vort-ieity,

346 a:nd then a descre ise toward the north pole, where there is a. local 11 iriMtrnl. This

347 local m xirrlum in the potential vorticity should be viev^ed with caution, it; i5 near

30 the edge of the domain and is sensitive to tit€>, smoothing approftch. Nevertheless, it

345 consistently appearg fn all four of our time bins, and the amplitude of the intzxir uni

3a^3 shows an increase as time advances.

35J. There lurs been only limited investigation of stability criteria for nongeostrophic

ssz vortex flows. It is known that if the Ertel potential vorticity changes sign within

353 a vortex, or if the angular lnolnenturn per unit mass decreases with distance from

35A the rotation axis along a sizrfac€= of c.,onstant potential teinperat,ezre, then the floe

m is unstable to sylmlletric or inertial overturning (Fliassen. 19,51). The Titan crass

35.3 sections displayed in Figs. 12 and 13 do not do this. In duasigeostroph.ic flo\:-_ a

357 lreccasarv, bat not sufficient, condition for harotropic or baroclinic instabilities is a
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3SE change in Sign of the nieridional gradient of the potential vortic^ity (e.g. 'ierrehumbert.

35g and Swanson, 1995 1), In the c;yclost:rop3aic- case a stability analysis has been carried

out by Nfontg€ a er - and Shapiro i 1995), giving the. same result., but the structure=

36 T of perturbations is limited to low waVe.ntznabers and therefore , the conclusion is not

. ^ g1"enerka.I. The local maximum in potential vorticity would thus ,suggest t;laat the polar

3 vortex rimy be unstable, althou gh it is possible that the polar vortex is stabilized by

364 geometry or stratification.

36e 44 . I7z. al eo t=c n;s for Oze zon.oll Lle n lfcr'idio'nal C rculat'.On

366 On Furth, the radiative relaxation tin ge, 7, is roughly comparable in the tropo-

m? sphere and middle atmosphere, a pproximatel y a few days (see e.g-. Houghton, 197-f

3„8 Fels, 1982; Andrews et al., 1987). In 'Titan's atmosphere the range is much larger.

369 Fiaure 14 shows order-of-magnitude estimates of the radiative coolino- tirnescales at

rc, equatorial ( Y S) and worth polar ('15"N' latitudes, calculated using the Neivtonian

,3 c;oolina and radita.tion-to-space approximations (Flasar cat al., 1981; Andrews et al.,

377 1987, section 2.5.2) with cooling from CH4 , C'H2 and 02 116 , Gas a-bmida.nces were.

3„ <assunaed coust.a:nt with altitude;. casing the CH4 mole fraction from Niermum et d.

,',74 "2005”, azad 0'2 142 and C2.H6 mole fract ions from table 2 of Coustenis et al. (2010),

375 Because of the lack of other trace gases and of aerosols, the cooling tunes in Fig. 14

a^b will be overestimated soine3;ih a.t (se€? Tom asko et al., 2008) 1 but the differences 1)e-

37 tween the polar re ;ions and the equator due to the temperature differences should be

37^ qualitatively correct.

37,E	 In the lower troposphere r,, — 109 -- iol, s (ti wo terrestrial years or — 3 Titan

3BO years, Sniith et al., 1981; Strobel et al., 2009.). It decreases with. altitude to 107.

381 at. I axabar in the stratosphere at equatorial and summer latitudes (Fig. 1W) and

n-2 decremes more slowly with height above that level. The slourer decrease resrdt's frorra

3^3 the cornperasat.ion of the y decrease in a-tmospheric inass per scale; Lei -ght Nvit:h altitudo,

384 which acts to decrei-:Lse r., and the decreased emissivity of the principal hydroe,arboil

3s5 Coolants with altitude, which acts to incre?a: e it. Tbe variation is more extrenjo.
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30 at high latitudes in the winter hems-,phere^. The cola temperatures near 1 mbar

337 imply relaxation tunes — 108 s, comparable to a Titan season, and near the high--
7

3B6 latitude warm StratopmSe it — 10 s. comparable to one Titan day, Hence. the

winter stratopause region should have observable churna,i effects, but the paucity of

longitude coverage from the limb scans f Achterberg et: al., 2008a.), which are neeciccl

^r to so iid thesehighItitudcs, hamper attempts to sere the variation,

The l.ar-e v^xriation of -r,, it) tMe middle atmosphere lies implications for the struc-

3g^ t.ure of the zoiiai--rne^,-,n meridional circulation. To see this, consider the zonally-

334 averaged heat equation (c^.g. Achterberg cat al., 2008a):

OT	
LT 	

T --ry T£F,
€ L E

sa Where 21? IS t•hF` t't'd velocity, CTS is the heat capacity at constant. pressure, €.Md

3^c  is the radiative-ecluilibrimn temperature, All variables are zonal averages. Eq.^,2

397 says that the rate of temperature c.;hauge is equal to the adio.batzc: Ideating aticl cooling

39^ associatod with descent and wscent, phis cliabatic heating and cooling, p1mim_,terizod

lqg vs a Newtonian relaxation of the temperature T to T { ,, over the t:iine Scale e,.. The

40_ balance neglects the ineridional advection of heat. For cyclostrophic floe. the ratio

4^1 of this to the vortical advection term in (2) its miall, 1 1"R _ where Ri — ,5 is the

4(72 Richardson number in Titan's middle atmosphere (Thar and Conra.th, 1990). In the

41.E ab:,ericC, of motion. (2 reduces to a purel-° radiative responx 5e, 7,:

UT,.	 T. — ^'T,r'	
13)

4C9 Cornbining (2) and (3) yields

at	 V	 )	 1 t;	 f°

40&	 Ca-Sting both the temporal change and diEab^atic heating/cooling in terrns of T---T.
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40f permits a. strai htforvvard coniparison of the two. The ratio of the tail€: derivative

41z to the radiative term is S2^T,,, where Q, is Titian's (and Saturn's) seasonal frequency:

408 2,/'2I3.5 Earth years, With the exception of the cold region below the I mbar level at

40? high northern latitudes iu winter, Q,r-_ < 1, and the radiative term is much larger.

4M Hence the don inapt balance in (4) is:

OT 9	 T — T.
'	 —	 (a

4t. The adia.ba-t-le heatin- and coolinb associEited with vertical motion keeps the a=tmo-

4_2 spheric temperature from reh^xiiig; to a 1purely radiative solution. This is inost evident;

42 at high northern latitudes near the stratopause level ("Achterherg; cat al., 2008x), where

4'4 subsidence maintains a temperature, T — 200 K, that is much higher than the radia--

4.5 t.iv.°e solutJon, T. — 100K (Hourdin et al,. 1903): T — T, — 100K. At the 0.01 mbar

415 level r., ;z;f 1 x 106 s. (1" ig, 14). and tiie static stability, 
f
77' :l Ii j`lzrzz, taking

4.7 OT'/ z ^ 0. From (5), this implies a subsidence of 10 mils, large by Titan standards.

418 At wow and southmi latitudes, T -- T, is much smaller, — 101 , ail €:1 , ti 4 x 1,06 s.

419 Hence the relaxation term on the right-hand side: of (5) is •-W 40 tirfies smaller than

420 rzezil° thf3 rlorth pezle <i.t low and southern latitudes. As the static stability at these

421 altitudes does not vary that much ivith latitude, the u1melling let; of the meridionai

42z circulation is typified by v=ertical velocities c I aims -" . Mass continuity requires that

42a t11c arE a, vvreiglite(l average, of the verticEI1 v"eiocities over latitude vanish. ignoring; the

424 possibility of hydrodynamic e cape over much lon ger time scales (see, e-g., Strobel,

425 2009). It: follows that the area of subsidence near 0.01 nibar in the north is relatively

k compact, more than a factor of 10 smal l er than the area of ascent at low and southe=rn

4z}	 tat:it..0€leas.

42^ Much lov"er in the stmtosphere at high nortllem latitudes, Q,7 — I, vvhi€;h iv much

42) larger than eis€'where in the middle atmosphere, can all the ternis in (4) are requir(',d

430 to account for the balance, Rarmou et al. (2004) have emp"la4lzed the importance of

43^ aerosol transport to high latitudes in the winter hernisphere and the enhanced cooling
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432 that ci,.n result. However, t:he neglect of aerosols in our estimate of t,. ma .y not be

433 critical for the colder temperatures in the lower stratosphcre, because of the extreme

4^4 SeIl SitMty of T,, to tell'pQrat1Irc. Once i,. becomes comparable to seasotial time scales.

435 temperattrrcS at high latitudes in the winter and earl y spring cannot decl i ne much

436 farther. because the: san c;ouies back too soon to warm kip the polar region after the

4s7 kvinter night.

438	 The 1-mbar temperatures at 75' N' and 85° t exhibit a curious behavior in late

439 Winter (Fig. 6). They increase lretkveen Ls -- :330° and 340° . and decrease bet veen

44C Lq :-= 340 0 and 36W, The increase co ild plausibly he explah;cd b y tixvarrnin.g fron.1

441 the sun as the shadow of the polar night recedes. The subsequent deerFase, lioweve.r,

442 Wray reflect the interplay° betkveen solar heating sand adiabatic hcatirlg from subsidenoc"

443 in the polar region. Evidence that the subsidence, inferred near the str^ltopause in

444 the retrieved temperature cross sections "Fig. 2), actually extends down to the, 1

445 mbar level copies from a consideration of the retrieved distribution of organic com-

445 pounds aside from C1-1 4 in the middle atmosphere. The retrieved distribution of these

47 gases at high northern latitudes show ,,, enhancements down to the 1 mbar level and

448 lower f Teanby et al- 2008; Coustenis et al., 2007). They are Mostly formed from

-49 photolytic, erlta.lytic; find electron--impact. dissociation of N2 and CHI high in the a,t-

^50 mosphere, and they condense in the the lower stratosphere or tropopauso region. The

45[ mean coiwentration of the organic molecules therefore, ir:acreases with altitude in the

4s,2 middle atmosphere, and subsidence ,it high northern latitudes will produce higher

453 concentrations along isobars (see e.g. Teanhy et al., 2009). If the 1-mbar temperature

454 is maintained 1 y radiative heating and cooling and adiabatic warming from subsi-

4:5ti der.ee, the observed coolirrg between L5 ^- 34W and 360° may sigrkal a weakening in

45E the subsiding leg of the meridionfal circula! ion at this level. If the weakening is rapid

.57 enoargh. it could offset the enhanced warmin g from the sun as it rises higher in the

45g sky.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Latitude and time coverage of the nadir 'top, and Iiinb `bottom) temper-

attire niapping observations.

Figure 2. (top" Zonal mean temperatures, (1eterinined froze both nadir and dell)

data, averaged over the tune period from <July 2004 through March 2006 TO -Ti3

fl,ybys). Temperatures Nvere averaged in Y latitude bins, then smoothed with a 10'

boxcar function applied three times. Contours are labeled. in K. The retrieved t( ,,,m-

peratures are valid over the pressure range between about 0.005 and 8 mbar. except

polewErrd of fiCh V,where the y are valid between about L.00I^ and 2 Ixihax. !aottniiz)

As the top panel, but a-veraged over the time period from .dully 2008 to December

20109 (T45-T63 fiyhys ). (middle) Difference in zonal mean temperature between the

I ower and upper panels.

Figure 3. Northern hemispheric temperatures retrieved from all individual Binh tem-

perature naps with nearly complete northern hemisphere coverage. The dashed line

indicates the stratopa,use, calculated w; the pressure corresponding to the temperature

maxinium at each latitude.

Figure 4. Equatorial temperatures retrieved from all individual limb temperat.kire

maps with nearly complete coverage between 30' S and 30' N. The dashed line indi-

cates the stratopause. calculated as the pressure corresponding to the temperature

ina%iniitrrz at each latitude.

Figure 5. Southern hemisphere temperatures retrieved front all incpvidual limb U,2m-

perature maps with nearly complete southern heinisphere coverage. The clashed line

indicates the st.ratoha,use=, calculated as the pressurc c=orresponding to the toMperata.ire

m axinium at each latitude.

Figure 6. Retrieved 1 mbar temperatures, zonally averaged in 5° wide l tini(le

bins from individual nadir naps, as a function of time. (top) Temperatures at 60' N
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(blare squares), 170'N  (red circles;} and 80'N (black crossc,$). (middle) Temperatures

a^ 30'S (blue squares,, equator (black crosses) and 30°K (red circles). (bottom)

Temperatures at 4;YS `green diamonds), G0' S (blue squares), 715'S (red circles) and

85)'S  (blac:k crosses).

Figure 7. Zonal winds calculated from the temperature averages Infigure 2 using

the gradient wind equation, assunning solid body rotation at the 10 mbar level at four

times Titan's rotation rate. Wind speed contours (black lines) are labeled in rr. s-'

(top) Zonal winds from temperatures over the time period from .dul y 2004 through

-March 2006 "TO-Ti3 flybys), Temperatures were avoraged in 5` latitude bins, then

smoothed with a 10° boxcar function applied three times. Contours are labeled in K.

bottom) As the top panel, but for the time period from July 2008 to December 2000

T45-T03 vbv`). (middle) Difference in zonal winds between the lower and ripper

panels.

Figure 8. Least squwes fits to the synrrrretry axis of the I mbar temperatures

front nadir data from individual flybys. The left column show the fits in a sun-fixed

reference frame, the right column in a star-fixed (inertial) reference frame. The top

panels show the fitted azinnith of the pole fit =is a, function of time, the bottom panels

show the amplitude of the offset from the IAU defined bole as €. function of time. The

dotted lines are least-squares fit-9 to a: linear Variation with thrre.

Figure q . Temperatures at 0.4 mbar (red; and 1.0 mbar (blare) from Vo yager 1 TRIS

retrievals of Tlasar and C°onrath (1000) (points) and from C'IRS da-ta averag(-d over

tare period between June 2008 and Jane 2003 (lines).

Figure 10. Results frorn a Laborat:oire de N16t,eorologie Dyzrarnkpie (: STD? 2-D circu-

lation rnodel taken from (Rannou

et gal., 20055). The three panels on the left show rneridional cross sections of tenapera-

ture for L — 309° (top), L, = 3 8° (bottom), and the change in temperature between
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the two time periods (middle") . The three right-hand parcels Show sirnilar results for

the zonal wind.

Figure 11. Potential temperature calctihated fronn the tem.perat:arre averages in fzg-

,ire `2. The top panel is from data averaged frorn .Tiny 2004 through ^ areh 2006, th€

bottom paired is from data averaged from July 2008 throt.gh December 2009, The

middle pmel is the difference between the bottom and top parcels. Contours are

labeled in K.

Figure 12. Zonal angulor n-omentuni calculated frorn the temperature I'ivelr .Igos in

figure 2. The top panel is from data averaged frorn July 2004 through March 2006,

the bottom panel is from data averagcad from July 2008 through Decon.i:rer 2009. The

middle panel is the difference between the bottom and top panels. Contours are

labeled in units of l0 c'm' s-1.

Figure 13. Ertel potential vorticity c°alrulated from the tem.pera.ture averages in

fig ire 2. The top panel is frorn data averaged from .Icily 2004 through March 2006,

the bottom panel is from data averaged frorn .July 2005 tirr-ott h December 2009. The

rrriddle panel is the differenc(= between the bottom and top panels, Contours are

labeled ill rrr' K 
hg_ r 

s -1 .

Figure 14. Estimates of the radiative cooling tirnt,,,,(. ilc's at 5' S (solid line) and TJ° N

{cl`r,Slled lrrrt').
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